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This summer you can experience the richness of Japanese culture in Toronto.
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When someone talks about Japan, most people immediately think of sushi, geishas, manga & anime, and sometimes sumo.
But there is so much more to Japan and Japanese culture than just sushi.

Matsuri Japanese Summer Festival

The crossroads of Yonge and Dundas will feel a more like Tokyo than Toronto on Sunday, July 26th when the 3rd annual
Matsuri Japanese Summer Festival takes over the square. The festival explores the Japanese and Japanese-Canadian
community celebrating Japanese art, culture, cuisine, and daily life. The one-day event will feature live music and dance
performances ranging from contemporary to the latest modern stylings. Activities start at 11:00 a.m., and continue until 11:00
p.m.. The Matsuri festival also features an onsite market offering the finest in Japanese cuisine. The festival is free and fun
for the whole family. Do you have a yukata or kimono? Are you ready to show off your personal take on present-day Japanese
street fashion? Festival attendees are encouraged to wear their favourite Japan-inspired fashion. And if you’re looking for
somewhere to show off your Cosplay talent – you’ll be happy to know that Matsuri is Cosplay friendly!

Japanese Culture

One of the largest and most dynamic Japanese cultural centres in Canada, The Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre (JCCC), is
conveniently located at 6 Garamond Court, in Toronto’s Don Mills neighbourhood. The JCCC focuses on not only Japanese
heritage but on the richness of the Japanese-Canadian experience. And it’s host to a wealth of cultural opportunities and
community events that are open to the public.

Japanese Cinema

We all love anime, but Japanese cinema has many other styles to offer movie-goers. Enjoy the best in contemporary Japanese
cinema with a monthly screening at the JCCC. August Movie Night takes place on the 25th with a showing of Poison My Berry
Brain, an unusual comedy that will have you in stitches. In it, 30-year old Ichiko eyes 20-something Ryochi at a party. She’s
instantly attracted to him but is unable to decide whether she should speak with him. Inside her head, a crazy Committee
meeting is taking place, trying to decide what her next action should be.  The meeting’s participants are Ichiko’s emotions:
impulse, memory, hope, negativity, logic, reason…. Based on Setona Mizushiro’s 2009 Josei manga series, Nounai Poison Berry,
the film is funny, smart, engaging, and surprisingly mature despite the comic delivery. If you loved Pixar’s Inside Out, you’d
love Poison My Berry Brain. The film features actress Yoko Maki as Ichiko. You may not know who she is yet, but you’ll be a fan
by the time the final credits roll.

Tickets are $12 for general admission. JCCC members* get a discounted ticket price of $10 (all taxes are included in price)
*Memberships start at $30

Japanese Ceramics Exhibition

A breathtaking display of Japanese ceramics is on now at The Japan Foundation’s 2 Bloor St. East location. Running until
August 10th, the exhibition examines yakishime, a method of firing unglazed ceramics at exceptionally high temperatures
(1,200-1,300 degrees Celsius). Yakishime is distinctive to Japan, and the stylized production has remained unchanged from
the middle ages to present day. Admission is free.

Gallery hours: Tues./ Wed. 11:30 a.m.– 4:30 p.m., Mon./Thurs. 11:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.

For more information contact The Japan Society at 416.966.1600 x 229
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Freedom ChevalierFreedom Chevalier

French-Irish writer FREEDOM CHEVALIER is a rehabilitated thespian and the author of countless feature articles, several
dramatic plays, short stories, songs, poems and a new gritty thriller set in the world of Canadian stand-up comedy of
the 1990s (Red Dashboard Press). She currently resides outside of Boston and is desperately trying to get back to the

bay...and she really has heard every possible joke about her name.
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Who We Are

Cry of the Loon is your source for all things Ontario and Toronto. Community events, outdoor recreation, motorsports, shopping,
lifestyle, politics, the latest in local food and drink – you name it, we’re covering it for our fellow Loonatics.

  editor@cryoftheloon.ca
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Come visit!
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